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EXAMPLE LESSON PLANS FOR GAMES

The following lesson plans are grouped into primary and
intermediate sections. In each section examples of both
traditional and creative games' lessons are provided. The
examples are not to show a sequence of lessons, but rather
to provide ideas in a variety of methc:-9= and techniques.
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PRIMARY: TRADITIONAL GAMES

Ball Bouncing 3

Kicking Skills

CREATIVE GAMES

4

Ball Bouncing Skills 6
Running Skills 7
Throwing and Catching Skills 8

INTERMEDIATE: TRADITIONAL GAMES

Handball Skills 9
Handball Skills 11
Field Hockey Skills 12

CREATIVE GAMES

Basketball Skills 14
Volleyball. Skills: Serving 16
Soccer: Moving the Ball with the

Feet 17
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P;n1WARY THaDE1TEMNAL GAMES

THEME:

MAIN EMPHASr.'--- ng a ball for a single bounce
2. a hall continuously.

-.Ae height of the bounce.

PART I: ENTRUIMBC=ZRY ACTIVITY

Find a pa...7.w .1--r 7-id play bounce and catch wit::
a ball

PART II: THEM 5 L_Elr'LCIMENT

Each c' a ball.

aziE catch the ball in a personal

3B-c nc- th e ball low and catch it.
3. T.ODUnc,_ :ht ball high and catch it.
4. B(''-nce ball low continuously.
5. 131,c1.4..ace =e ball waist high continuously.
6. 211cova si.:way about the floor bouncing the

cc.7:inuously with control.
7. Repeat :he above and change (a) speed

(b) direction
(c) type cf

bounce

PART III: FIN aCTIVT=

;am, "Teachers Choice"

Latchow, A Pocket Guide for the
Elementary School, page 77



MAIN EMPHASIS:

PRIMARY TREOTTIONAL GAMES

Kicking Skim :

To stop, aim ,37nd kick a ball with accuracy.

PART I: JimRODUCTORI AC=IVITY

Ein child Ls asked to move a ball around the
,7-or with to e feet.

7Teaching Poi i= :tress ball control.

PART II: =ME DEVELO2REN7-

individual Wc-r

1. Each child -.7i.th an 8" ball is instructed
to stand apDrcximately 6 feet from a wall
and practise kicking the ball against the
wall with tlim inside of the foot. Stop
the ball ear time it -eturns.

reaching Point The ball should be kept low
and in control

2. Aim for a =..-gret on the wall. Stop the
ball befor each kick.

7.7eaching Point: The target may be a cement
brick or other iarkings naturally on a wall.
If no markingE are available, a bean bag may
be placed against the wall.

Partner Work

1. Stand with a partner about 10' apart and
attempt to pass the ball between the
partner's legs.

Teaching Point: The child acting as a target
should stand with his back to a wall. Have
children take turns being the target.

PART III: FINAL ACTIVITY

Game of "Soccer Dodgeball"

The class is broken into groups of six. Each
group stands outside a circle or marked off
sauare. One person stands in the centre. One
child on the outside of the circle places the
ball on the floor and at a signal from the
teacher, kicks the ball at the person in the
centre.



All children kick the ball at the centr&
person until he is hit below the waist. When
he is hit below the waist, he changes plascez
with the person who kicked the ball. ThEE

ball may not be kicked from inside the a_rcle.

ADDED SUGGESTION: Use another Ball.

5
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PRiMORY CREATIVE GAMES

THEME: Bal. Tc=ncing

MAIN EMPHASIS: Boulm===pg a ball in various ways with control.

PART I:

PART II:

111)10111 ORY ACTIVITY

Inudivrildual work with various sizes of balls.

THEME DEVELOPMENT

Each child with a ball.

1. Review ball bouncing - high, low alterna-
ting hands.

2_ Try other ways of bouncing the ball.

Te.aching Point: Allow the children to
eeriment with the ball.

3_ Make the ball move in any direction other
than forward.

4. Have half the class watch the other half
and vice versa.

Teaching Point: From watching others, children
should be encouraged to try other variations.

5. Develop a bouncing pattern using some of
the bounces you have seen or observed.

PART III: FINAL ACTIVITY

Game - with a partner, make up a game.

Teaching Point: the following limitations
apply:

skill - bouncing
equipment - one ball and two hoops

ADDED SUGGESTION

1. The hoops may be taken off the floor.
2. One hoop must be moving.

6 -

1 0



PRIMARY CREATIVE GAMES

MAIN EMPHASIS: Running skills
Developing observation and anticipation while
moving.

PART I:. INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

PART II:

1. Running statues - the children run and
when the teacher says, "Stop" they make
statues relative as to how they stop.

2. Play the same game but have the children
make statues of mood: e.g., happy statues,
sad statues, etc.

THEME DEVELOPMENT

1. Review running without bumping.

Teaching Point: encourage running to open
spaces.

2. Run a different way.

Teaching Point: The teacher should make
careful observation of the skill level.
Weaknesses should be noted; e.g. running too
heavily.

3. Find a partner and join hands. Run
around the gym together avoiding others.

4. Repeat the same procedure but run in
different ways.

5. Place objects on the floor, e.g. bean bags,
and have the partners avoid the obstacles.

PART III: FINAL ACTIVITY

Group Tag Game: Children form groups of six
in a restricted area, e.g., circles on the
floor and have them make up a tag game.

ADDED SUGGESTION

Allow the children to add a piece of apparatus
to the game, e.g., utility ball.

7
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PRIMARY CREATIVE GAMES

THEME: Throwing and Catching

MAIN EMPHASIS: 1. To improve throwing and catching skills
with a small ball.

2. To develop accuracy in throwing at a
target.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Have each child choose a ball and practice
individual throwing and catching skills against
a wall.

PART II: THEME DEVELOPMENT

Children working in pairs.

1. Each child working with a partner and a
ball between them. Have the children
throw and catch as many ways as possible.

Teaching Point: Coserve the skill level.

2. Have one child move while throwing and
catching with a stationary partner.

3. Place a hoop on the floor and have the
children bounce the ball into the target
before the partner catches it.

4. Have one child hold the hoop up as a
target against a wall while the partner
throws a ball into the target. Change
places.

PART III: FINAL ACTIVITY

Game: in a group of four make up a game.

Teaching Point: The following limitations apply

Skill
Equipment

ADDED SUGGESTION

throwing and catching
- four hoops and two balls

1. Take away one ball and allow children to
add another piece of equipment.
e.g., bean bag, quoit

2. Have two children moving and two stationary.



INTERMEDIATE TRADITIONAL GAMES

MAIN EMPHASIS: Handball skills:
To improve the right hand stroke

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Practise hitting a utility ball up against
a wall with the hand.

PART II: THEME DEVELOPMENT

All children work with a seven inch utility
ball or a volley-ball.

Individual work:
1, Hit the ball continuously against the wall

allowing only one bounce.

Teaching Point: observe ability of children
and correct errors, e.g., taking eye off ball,
arm swing.

Partner work:
1. Hit the ball continuously against the wall.

See how many continuous hits partners can
make.

2. Use a wall target and count the number of
times the target is hit within a time
limit, e.g. 30 seconds.

Group work:
1. Four players, in line formation, standing

ten feet from the wall, trl, to hit the
ball continuously one after the other
against the wall.
After hitting the ball run to the back
of the line.

PART III: FINAL ACTIVITY

Game: Rotation Handball (Handball court lines
must be marked out on the wall.)

1. Divide class into teams of 4 to 6 players
a side.

2. Players stand in a line next to side court
lines, behind the serving line.

3. First player on one team serves the ball
and then moves to the end of the line.



4. Play continues until one team misses in
which case a point is won. Set a number
of points or time limit for the game.

Teaching Point: Begin with large balls and
substitute smaller balls as the skills improve.



INTERMEDIATE TRADITIONAL GAMES

MAIN EMPHASIS: 1. Handball skills.
2. Introduction to a Game Situation
3. Stressing use of both right and left hand.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Practise hitting a ball against a wall with
the open hand, e.g., tennis ball, volleyball,
utility ball, pennsy pinkie ball, sponge
rubber ball.

PART II: FINAL ACTIVITY One Wall Handball

- divide the class into groups of four players.
- the server stands anywhere between the wall

and the serving line.
- the server bounces the ball and then hits
the ball toward the front wall.

- on the serve, the ball may hit anywhere on
the front wall then back over the serving
line.

- the receiver may hit the ball "on the fly"
(before it bounces) or after the bounce.

- the players must hit the ball with their
hand. Players may not catch the ball then
hit it. Two hand hits are not permitted.

Teaching Point:
1. All students should play the game at the

same time.
2. Tf the game becomes boring, change the

teams around.
3. If the skills are being done extremely

poorly, e.g. serving the ball, then stop
the whole class. Explain what is wrong
and then demonstrate the correct way.

4. If the skills are being done poorly by
only a few, then pull out these students
and give individual instruction.



INTERMEDIATE TRADITIONAL GAMES
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MAIN EMPHASIS: Field Hockey Skills:
To Improve the Basic Skills through station
work.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Children working in pairs with two sticks and
one ball, practise dribbling and keeping the
ball away from the partner.

Teaching Point: Use pre-softened softballs or
perforated air-flight balls.

PART II: THEME DEVELOPMENT

Develop the game skills through station work.

Station #1 Two rows of skittles. Practise
dribbling around the skittles.

Station #2 Players in groups of three with
a designated goal area. One is
the goalie, one the shooter, and
one the passer. Take turns at
each position.

Station #3 Other players take turns running
toward the goal, taking a pass on
the run, and shooting.

Station *4 Pass the ball amongst each other
(long, short or flick pass).
Stop the ball first before passing.

Station #5 Practise the "bully" in pairs.
See who wins the most. Try it with
other members of the group.

Station #6 Moving in pairs practise dribbling
and passing together.

Station #7 In pairs, practise dribbling and
dodging around a partner who
attempts to tackle. Change roles
after three attempts.

Teaching Point: The teacher should give individ-
ualized instruction to clarify previously taught



ADDED SUGGESTION

In order to keep the circuit interesting,
change activities frequently.

Blake & Volp, Lead-up Games to Team Sports
For Grass Hockey lead-up games, page 44-58



INTERMEDIATE CREATIVE GAMES

MAIN EMPHASIS: Basketball Sk:ills
Passing and receiving:
To encourage the handling of a ball in a
variety of ways from both stationary and moving
positions.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

One ball between two students. Practisepass-
ing while moving about the floor.

PART II: THEME DEVELOPMENT

Partner work
1. Standing ten feet apart pass the ball in

many different ways.

2. Increasing the distance between partners,
see how many ways the ball may be passed.

3. Move about the gym passing the ball in
different ways with a partner.

Group work - fours
In groups of four make up a game. The following
limitations apply:

- the area in which to play.
- the use of only one ball.
- the game must involve some type of pass.

ADDED SUGGESTION

1. Make up a game using a specific pass, e.g.
chest pass.

2. Add another piece of equipment to the game;
e.g. hoop as a target.



PART III: FINAL ACTIVITY

Note: This lesson could be carried out
without a final activity if students
are absorbed in the circuit.

With four aside make up a game using serving
and volleying skills. Any number of players
may hit the ball to assist it over the net.

For this activity, use the badminton courts.
This will enable all students to play at
once. If badminton courts are not available,
mark out courts with bean bags as corner
markings.

*The circuit (stations) portion of this plan
may be sufficient for a number of lessons.



INTERMEDIATE CREATIVE GAMES

MAIN EMPHASIS: Volleyball Skills
To develop accuracy in serving through station
work.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Practise the underhand serve against a wall,
each child with a ball or a ball between two
children.

PART II: THEME DEVELOPMENT

*Develop Skills through Station Work.

Task Card #1 Individual Work:
Make up a serving game using
hoops as targets.

Task Card #2 Partner Work:
Make up a serving game using
other small apparatus as a
target, e.g., boxes, individual
mats.

Task Card #3 Partner Work:
Make up a game using serving and
volleying skills.

Task Card #4 Group Work in Fours: (2 vs. 2)
Make up a game with serving and
volleying trying to hit the floor
in the opponents' court. Court
may be lines on the floor or an
area marked out with bean bags.

Task Card #5 Groups Work in Sixes:(3 vs. 3)
Make up a game with serving and
volleying, plus some small
apparatus. Use a scoring system.

Teaching Point: Task #4 and #5 are being used
in Badminton courts, with Badminton nets. In
place of Badminton nets to designate courts the
following ideas are suggested: chairs and canes,
chairs and weighted ropes, standards and ropes.
Rotate the class in one direction after a
suitable amount of time has been allowed to
enjoy each new game.



INTERMEDIATE CREATIVE GAMES

MAIN EMPHASIS: Soccer Skills
To develop ball control with the feet.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Move about the floor controlling a ball
the feet.

Teaching Point: Move into open spaces.
Stress ball control with the feet.

PART II: THEME DEVELOPMENT

Individual Work
1. Find different ways to move the ball

without losing control.
2. Change speed.
3. Change direction.
4. Start and stop.

Partner Work
1. Find different ways of moving the ball

back and forth with a partner while
on the move.

Group of Three
1., rind different ways of passing the ball

amongst the group.

PART III: FINAL ACTIVITY

In growl's of three using one ball and three
skittles make up a game involving passing
and dribbling skills.



EXAMPLE LESSON PLANS FOR DANCE

The following lesson plans are grouped into Primary
and Intermediate sections. Examples of both structured
and creative dance activities are provided.

CONTENT Page No.

PRIMARY: CREATIVE DANCE

Skipping 19
Locomotor Skills 21
Movement and Stillness 23

FOLK DANCE

Patty Cake Polka 24
Singing Games 26

INTERMEDIATE: FOLK DANCE

Crested Hen
Virginia Reel 31

RHYTHMICS

Ball Routine
Scarf Routine 36

CREATIVE

29

33

Contrasts 38
Locomotor Activities 40
Qualities in Movement 42



PRIMARY CREATIVE DANCE

THEME: Skipping

MAIN EMPHASIS: Bowmar Records, Inc. No. B2056 LP
Rounds and Mixers Old and New, Band 2
Teddy Bear Mixer.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

1. Warm up by skipping around in a
circle.

Teaching Point: Young children
sometimes find skipping difficult;
theref ore, it is recommended that a
lesson on hopping precede this
lesson.

Skipping step: step on right, hop on
right, step on left, hop on left.
Repeat slowly at first, then increase
speed.

2. Change direction while skipping, and
skip to an empty space.

3. Change direction again, and skip to
another empty space. What kind of
skips are they - high and bouncy, low
and small? Make the skips as light
as a feather.

4. Let the arms help the body rise in
the air in an upward direction, or a
forward direction, or both, use alter-
nate arms to Lead foot.

5. Stop. Sit and listen to the music.

6. Try skipping in time to the music,
changing directions and finding
empty spaces.

PART II: THEME DEVELOPMENT

1. Skip in two different ways, forward,
backwards, low and high.

2. Sit and listen to the music and think
of two different ways to skip.

3. Try it with the music.



4. Everyone try it again.

5. Sit and listen to work out a floor
pattern out of the two different
ways of skipping, by changing
direction when the skip pattern
changes.

PART III: FINAL ACTIVITY

Play music while children are resting.
Suggested music: Ten Pretty Girls from
the same record of Round and Mixers.



MAIN EMPHASIS:

PRIMARY CREATIVE DANCE

Locomotor Skills
Bowmar - Educational Records, B1507
Rhythm is Fun, Side I, B and 2 - "RUN"

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

1. Run, with light feet, in any direction
without touching anything.

Teaching Point: stop immediately when
music stops.

2. Repeat to same music - run in any
direction going in and out of empty
spaces.

PART II: THEME DEVELOPMENT

1. Walking in any place on the floor
(without music).

Teaching Point: while walking stress:

(a) light feet
(b) change of direction - moving

forward, backwards, sideways,
and turning.

2. Review the three activities -

(a) running
(b) walking
(c) turning

Have each child decide on the order of
the sequence. Move about the gym
practising a sequence using these
three locomotor movements.

3. Stress change of direction, i.e.,
run in one directions walk in another
and turn in another.

4. Have 1 or 2 demonstrate the sequence,
showing variety in order of steps.
Ask class what order each sequence
was in. Have them shown once again
so they can all see the order of
the sequence.

5. Do the sequence to music

Teaching Point: to emphasize phrasing



6. Level:

demonstrate - a very high level
- run low to the floor
with changes in
direction

- repeat this with walking
or turning

7. Repeat the sequence to music, adding
levels.

8. Group children together and review
movement words, i.e., run, walk, turn,
high, low and sequence.

PART III: FINAL ACTIVITY

Record - Bowmar - Educational Records,
#B1509, Rhythm is Fun, Side 1 Band
1 - "WALK"

1. Back lying slowly raising and
lowering Legs.



PRIMARY CREATIVE DANCE

THEME: Movement and Stillness

MAIN EMPHASIS: Balance, curl and stretch

MUSIC: 1. Canadian F.D.S. Listen and Move,
Green Label, Record 1, Side A,
Band B, "Continuity and Stop".

2. Canadian F.D.S. Listen and Move,
Green Label, Record 1, Side A,
Band C, "The Ringing Xylophone".

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Scatter formation.

1. Run in various directions - stop on
a hand clap and move again in a new
direction.

2. Review sequence, i.e.

(a) run stop look
(b) run stop look
(c) creep and explode

PART II: THEME DEVELOPMENT

Scatter formation. Record #1 above.

1. Begin without music in a Low curled
position with a two-point balance and
move to a high stretched position in a
one-point balance.

2. Repeat with music - open to a stretched
balance with each of the first four phrases
of the music.

3. Start in a stretch position with one
point of balance and curl to a two-point
balance with each of the next four phrases.

4. Starting in a curled shape with a three-
point balance run to a stretched high
shape and collapse. Repeat this with
each remaining phrase of the music.

5. Put the whole sequence together with the
music. Repeat for clarity.

PART III: FINAL ACTIVITY

Record 42 above. Standing astride, roll
head from right to left. Change direction
every four beats.



PRIMARY FOLK DANCE

MAIN EMPHASIS: Patty Cake Polka (American)

Rhythmic Walk, clap and heel and toe
polka step.

MUSIC:

PART I:

PART II:

1. Any 4/4 music - good march music.
2. Folk Dancer 1501 or Folkraft 1260.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Music #1

1. walking in general space
2. skipping in general space to music
3. each child develops own pattern for

walk and skip. Repeat the pattern
for clarification. Have one or
two children demonstrate their
pattern.

4. Everyone tries his pattern once
more.

THEME DEVELOPMENT

Music #2

1. Children sit and listen to the music
for phrasing. Each child then moves
out to a personal space.

2. Teach the first part of dance - without
music. Scatter formation: each
child tries the step-close-step-point
to the R and repeat to the L. Try
the pattern several times, increasing
the tempo each time. Try part one
with the music.

3. Teach the second part of the dance -
without music. .Clap R hand 3 times, clap
L hand 3 times, clap both hands 3 times,
clap knees 3 times. Practise the
pattern several times, progressively
increasing the tempo. Try part two
with the music. Try part one and two
with the music.

4. Teach the third part of the dance in
the same manner. Let each child practise
the whole dance.

5. Children pair up and practise the dance
with the music.

6. everyone does the dance with his partner,
without music, to clarify and reinforce.



PART III: FINAL ACTIVITY

Everyone dances the entire dance to music.
If time permits, form a double circle,
teach the "mixer" element, and let
students dance entire dance as a mixer.

25
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PRIMARY FOLK DANCE

MAIN EMPHASIS: Singing Games

Light rhythmic movements to a number of
singing games.

MUSIC:

PART I:
PART II:

1. Round and Round the Village
Folkcraft 1191, Russel 703.

2. Shoo Fly, Folkraft 1102, Folk
Dancer MH-1108.

3. London Bridge, RAC Album E-87,
Bowmar Album B-202.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITIES AND THEME
DEVELOPMENT

Music #1

1. Skipping in general space
2. Single circle, facing center, one

child, "it", outside circle.

Verse One

"Go round and round the village,
Go round and round the village,
Go round and round the village,
As we have done before."

- Children in circle join hands high
and sing while "it" skips around
the outside of circle.

Verse Two

"Go in and out the windows," etc.

"It" skips in and out under the
raised hands.

Verse Three

"Now go and choose a partner," etc.

- "It" skips around inside the circle
then stops in front of a partner
and bows.

Verse Four

"Now follow him to London," ett.

- "It" skips around outside of circle
followed by chosen partner.



Music #2

1. Walking in general space.
2. Double circle, girls on the outside.
3. Words and actions:

"Shoo fly, don't bother me: Shoo fly,
don't bother met"

- Inside hands joined; take 4 walking
steps cc around circle.
Face partner and walk backward 4
steps.

"Shoo fly don't bother me: For
I belong to somebody."

- Face diagonally L forward and
walk forward 4 steps toward new
partner. Hook R elbows with
new partner and walk around each
other with 4 small steps.

"I feel, I feel, I feel, I feel
like a morning star!
I feel, I feel, I feel, I feel
like a morning star!"

- In skating position, promenade
cc around circle.

Music #3.

1. Skipping in general space.
2. Double circle of girls on the outside

facing partner.
3. Words and actions.

Verse One

"London Bridge is falling down
falling down, falling down,
London Bridge is falling down,
my fair lady".

- Partners join both hands and hold
them high like a bridge, and move
cc in circle for 12 craw steps.
Then drop hands and bow.

Verse Two

"Build it up with clay and wood," etc.

- Pretend to build bridge and finish
with hands joined and held high
overhead.

Verse Three

"Wood and clay will wash away", etc.

- repeat actions of verse one.

- 27 -



Verse Four

"Build it up with silver and gold," etc.

- repeat actions of verse two.

Verse Five

"London Bridge is built to stay," etc.

- ALL except one couple drop hands.
The one couple forms a bridge with
hands held high overhead, and
everyone else joins inside hands with
partner to skip cc under the arch.

PART III: FINAL ACTIVITY

Children select one dance to repeat
for clarification.



MAIN EMPHASIS:

PART I:

PART II:

INTERMEDIATE FOLK DANCE

Crested Hen - Danish Folk Dance

RCA Victor LPM-1624, Crested Hen or
RCA Victor EPA-4143, The Pleasure of
Folk Dancing.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Danish folk dance for groups of 3's
based on the step-hop. Step-hop
anywhere in the gym to the music.

THEME DEVELOPMENT

Crested Hen

Formation: Groups of three (one boy
and two girls, or one girl and two
boys) stand in separate circles scattered
about the floor.

Music A Part One
Meas. 1-8 Hands joined, the three dancers circle

clockwise with 8 step hops. The last
step-hop is emphasized by a stamp and
a half-turn to the right.

Meas. 9-16 They circle counterclockwise and 8
step-hops, again stamping at the end,
opening the circle to form a line of
three with the one boy or girl in
the center.

Music B Part Two
Meas. 1-4 The center child forms an arch with the

child on his left. The child on the
right moves forward and goes under
the arch with four step-hops. Still
holding hands, the center child turns
under the arch to his left with 4
step-hops while the child on the right
returns to place.

Repeat
Meas. 5-8 This action is repeated in reverse - the

child or the left goes under the arch
and returns to place while the center
child turn under his right.

Music C
Meas. 1-8 The entire action of Measures 1-8 is

repeated.



PART III: FINAL ACTIVITY

Perform the whole dance.

Reference:

Richard Kraus: A Pocket Guide of
Folk and Square Dances and Singing Games
for the Elementary School, page 72.
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INTERMEDIATE FOLK DANCE

MAIN EMPHASIS: Virginia Reel

MUSIC: Record: Without calls, RCA Victor
PM-1623, with call, RCA Victor

LE-3002, Virginia Reel.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Review dance already learned or one
they select. Teach steps necessary for
dance: walk, slide-step and do-si-do.

PART II:

Meas. 1-8

Meas. 1-8

Meas. 1-8

Meas. 1-8

Meas. 1-8

Meas. 1-8

THEME DEVELOPMENT - Virginia Reel

Formation: A line of boys faces a line
of girls. The boys join hands in their
line and the girls in their line.

Part One
All walk four steps forward and four
steps backward. This action is repeated.
With eight steps all walk foward, join
right hands to their pa=tner's, turn
clockwise, and return to place. They
repeat the action with the left hands
joined, turning counterclockwise.
With eight steps all walk forward, joined
both hands with their partner's, turn
clockwise and return to place.
All do-si-do with their partner, passing.
right sides, pausing back to back, and
return to place.
Part Two
The first couple joins both hands. They
take eight slides down the center of the
set and eight slides back to place.
Each couple does the reel. When they

(repeated) reach the foot of the set, they join
hands and slide back to the head to their
starting position.

Meas. 1-8 All face the head of the set. The first
(repeated) couple casts off, the girls going to the

right and down to the foot. When the
first couple meets at the foot, they
join hands to form an arch and back to
place. The first couple remains at the
foot of their line. The dance is repeated
as many times as there are couples, always
with a new active first couple.

- 31 -



PART. III FINAL ACTIVITY

Repeat whole dance concentrating on floor
formation.

Reference:

Richard Kraus: A Pocket Guide of Folk and
S uare Dances and Sin In Games for the
E Lementar School, page 82.



INTERMEDIATE RHYTHMICS

THEME: Rhythmic Ball Routine

MUSIC: A & M Records/SP4245, Herb Alpert & the
Tijuana Brass, Greatest Hits.
No. 1 Music - Side 1, Band 1, The Lonely
Bull, 2.29 mins.
No. 2 Music - Side 1, Band 6, Mexican
Shuffle, 2.09 mins.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Music #1 - The Lonely Bull

Each child with a size 6 utility ball
or the regulation rhythm ball.
Scatter formation to practise the following
skills with music:

1. continuous bouncing in front of the
body and on either side.

2. bounce, catch and hold, both sides.
3. toss and catch. R hand only, L

hand only, two hands, and then toss
with one hand to catch in the other hand.

4. circling the ball overhead with one
hand, then in the other hand.

5. footwork:
side to side, forward and return,
backward and return, i.e.,
RF forward, LF close, LF back and
RF close.

6. bouncing the ball with balance, turn,
and walk patterns, in general space.

7. rhythmic ball bouncing with knee
bending, in personal space.

PART II: THEME DEVELOPMENT

Music No. 2 - Mexican Shuffle.

Suggestion: This is a 33 1/3 speed
record, play music at 30 or 29 speed
until routine is learned.
Scatter formation to learn the routine.

Introduction -
Meas. 1 Ball in both hands low in front - stand
Meas. 2 Knee bend, raise ball waist height and

return (2)
Part A - Meas. Ball in R hand bounce 8 times, on 7th

1-2 bounce 4 turn to R.
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Meas. 3-6

Bridge, Meas.
1-2

Part A - Meas.
1-2

Meas. 3
Meas. 4

Meas. 5-8

Bridge,

Part B,

Meas.
1-2
Meas.
1-2

Meas. 3-4

Meas. 5-8
Part A, Meas.

1-2

Meas. 3-4

Meas. 5-8
Bridge, Meas.

1-2
Part A, Meas.

1-7

Meas. 8

Bridge, Meas.
1-2

CODA, Meas. 1
Meas. 2
Meas. 3-4
Meas. 5-6
Meas. 7

Repeat Meas. 1-2, turning 14 turn to the
R each time on the 7th bounce.
Facing Front, bounce, turn and catch
ball, then hold in RH.
Ball in RH, forward and back armswing,
with RF lead balance step forward and
back (twice)
Bounce 4 times in place
Ball circle overhead with axial twist
to finish facing DR, ball in RH at side.
Repeat meas. 1-4, finishing facing front,
ball held in both hands bow in front.

Repeat introduction.
Ball in both hands, overhead
Side step R 4 times, swaying arms,
turning R on last beat with arms extended
shoulder height (ball controlled in LH)
Side swing going forward and down while
knees deep bend, ball tossed from behind,
up and catch to hold. Repeat once,
turning to stand facing front on last
beat.
Repeat measures 1-4 returning with .L foot.
Facing front, ball in R hand.
Toss the ball overhead from R hand to
L hand four times.
Kneel and bounce ball around body 4 times,
standing on last beat.
Repeat measures 1-4.

Repeat introduction
Repeat the first Part A. On last beat
of 7th measure, students drop on R
knee, ball in both hands forward at nose
height.
No Music.
Toss ball upwards and catch with 2
hands while spinning on the knee to the R,
lh turn to finish standing facing the
front with the ball in both hands (starting
position) .

Repeat introduction.
RH-standing overhead pass twice.
Hold in LH arms outstretched.
Repeat 1-2 from a kneeling position.
Repeat 1-2 from a heel-sit position.
Hold ball overhead in 2 hands from a very
deep stationary position.

- 34 -
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PART III: FINAL ACTIVITY

Equipment away,
Footwork to music only.

NOTE: The content of this lesson can
be used for 5 or 6 lessons.



INTERMEDIATE RHYTHMICS

THEME: Scarf Routine

MUSIC: Clarke Irwin and Co. Ltd., Rhythms and
Dances, Bartlett, Ackerman and Moore,
Record 2B, Band 5, Swedish Masquerade.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

1. Warm up by moving across the floor
skipping, galloping and running.

2. Swing arms in all directions on
the spot.

3. Twisting and bending from the waist,
extend each movement to its fullest.

4. Play the record while the students
select a scarf, find an empty space on the
gym floor, and listen to the music.

PART II: THEME DEVELOPMENT

1. Holding scarf in front with both hands
and at shoulder height, gallop, or skip
for eight beats in a circle. Then
hold scarf down in right hand,.feet
together.

2. Step on left foot and raise right arm
with the scarf, diagonally up across
body. Swoop it to its highest point
so that the body line is long and
stretched, right foot is also stretched
and pointed.

3. Step back on right foot, bend body and
bring right arm and scarf back in a
low sweep, brushing the floor with
the scarf, and extending and pointing
to the left toe. Repeat, two or more
times, ending by swirling the scarf
around the head once, and bringing it
down to the left hand.

4. With the left hand, make figure-eights in
the air in front of the body with the
scarf standing straight and still for
eight beats. Ending with both hands
holding onto opposite ends of the scarf at
waist level.

5. Holding scarf at each end raise it to
above the head (count 1). Bend right
sideways (count 2) . Raise scarf above
head (count 3). Bend left sideways
(count 4) . Raise scarf above head (count
5). Lower scarf to behind neck (count 6) .

Raise to above head (count 7). Lower
scarf down to waist height holding opposite
ends (count 8) .



V

6. Lift right leg with bent knee and

pointed toe, and touch scarf with
knee, Repeat 6.

7. Holding scarf around front of waist,

bend knees together, raise, twist
waist to right and back again. Repeat
but twist to the right and back

again.

8. Swish the scarf in the right hand

up high to the right while raising

the left leg to the left. Return

to standing position and repeat to
opposite side. Repeat both sides
again.

9. Repeat I and 3, and on the 8th and
lasL beat, snap the scarf in right

hand to the floor.

Teaching Point:

give the students time to work together
in learning the steps and the routine.

Allow them to use the record when they

feel they need it.

PART III: FINAL ACTIVITY

Have them go through the routine, discuss
and correct mistakes.



INTERMEDIATE CREATIVE DANCE

THEME: Awareness of Space

MAIN EMPHASIS: Contrasts

MUSIC: Clarke Irwin and Co. Ltd., Rhythms and
Dances, Bartlett-Ackerman-Moore.
Record 1, Side B, Band 3.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

1. Show some kind of body movement without
travelling. Show a different kind of
movement without travelling. Combine
those two by doing one after the other_

2. Think of a form of movement that requires
travelling and then show it. Show a
different travelling movement. Combine
the two.

Teaching Point: spread out and use all
the gym space.

PART II: THEME DEVELOPMENT (Use the record)

1. Remember the two movements you did
without travelling? Add two more
different ones and do the four, one
after the other.

Teaching Point: give students time to
recall, and produce two more, and combine
the four movements, and develop flow in
movement.

2. Do two travelling movements different from
the two already done. Remember the
first two you did? Do them, and then add
you last two.

Teaching Point: choose 2 or 3 children who
display interesting movements to demonstrate.

3. Play the music, and give time to
improve, practise, and remember the
sequence.

4. Divide the class evenly in half into
A and B groups, or girls and boys.

5. With the music begin: "A" armin



PART III:

6. Stop the music after the students have
completed the two sequences and have
children sit down. Remind them they
must be aware of each other so they may
have to change direction to avoid
collisions. They might have to change
their movement to fit with the music
Suggest simpler or more complex
movements depending on ability.

FINAL ACTIVITY

(Repeat the sequence with music)

ADDED SUGGESTIONS

Variations:

(a) one group remaining in the central area
of the gym, while the other group
moves around the fringes.

(b) all the students doing the movements in
unison, e.g., locomotor movement
first then movement on the spot.

(c) staggering the time of commencement
(like singing rounds) I group starts,
then the next group begins a little
later.

(d) encourage other suggestions from the
students.



MAIN EMPHASIS:

MUSIC:

PART I:

PART II:

INTERMEDIATE CREATIVE DANCE

Locomotor activities - Phrasing

Clarke Irwin and Co. Ltd., Rhythms and
Dances, Bartlett, Ackerman & Moore
"Play Gymnastics", Record 1, Side A,
Band 1.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

1. To beat of the drum run around
gym floor. On loud beat stop in a
bent position.

2. Repeat this creating various bent
positions.

3. Vary tempo of drum beat. Different
movements will result, i.e., walking,
running close to floor, skipping -
on heavy beat jump high, hopping
shaking of body.

4. To skin sound of the drum, do these
activities moving around gym.

5. To wood sound of drum, do on the spot
activities, i.e., bouncing, hopping,
or stride jumping.

THEME DEVELOPMENT

1. Listen to music and show the break of
4 phrases, do 4 different movements.
Have them follow, i.e., 1st phrase -
snap fingers, 2nd phrase - move
shoulders, etc. Play music through,
have them keep in time by repeating
this.

2. Ask children what were the movements
they used in the introductory part of
the lesson, i.e., skipping, running,
hopping, etc. Select 4 of these
activities. Play music and have children
see if some of these would fit.

3. Run to a spot and show a starting
position.

Teaching Point: look for parts of the
body that will lead, i.e., if child is



5. Stop them and remind them of the 4
changes in the music and; therefore,
changes in their movements.

6. This time play music, have them re-do
sequence, but say "Change" at the end
of each phrasing.

Teaching Point: try to bring out flow
between movements, i.e., from running
to skipping. Play music again and
re-do sequence remembering each part.

7. Have one or two demonstrate and ask
children to look for levels.

PART III: FINAL ACTIVITY

uoAri Ana ripc.k pxprr,icps slcurimr music
on same record.

Reference:

Gray & Percival: Music, Movement and
Mime for Children, page 12, page 81 on
"Time".
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INTERMEDIATE CREATIVE DANCE

MAIN EMPHASIS: Qualities in movement

MUSIC: Gaterd D and Moore, M., Music and
Movement, Movement in Space P.R.S. 10470,
Side 2, Part E, II Gymnastics.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

1. Travelling in any direction, make
a series of leaps and jumps, thrusting
arms, legs, and different parts of the
body in various directions and
elevations.

2. Run and burst in an explosive movement.
"-- th-
of the body for the explosive thrust.

3. Concentrate on different areas of
the body using firm, sudden and direct
movements, such as punching fists
and elbows into space, and directing
the movement back to the body.
Pressing toward the ground or pushing
away from it using feet, arms, elbows,
shoulders, back.

4. Change your movements by contrast,
using light, soft, gentle movements,
graceful turns, using all the body
or parts of the body only, on the spot,
small movements taking little space.

PART II: THEME DEVELOPMENT

1. Listen to the music. Note that there
are three parts in the sequence,
i.e., 1. lighttgentle,and fine.

2. strong,firm,sudden,explosive.
3. repeat of 1.

2. Using 4 of PART I, INTRODUCTORY
ACTIVITY, combine the movements to go
with the music sequence. Then using 1,
2, and 3, of PART I INTRODUCTORY
ACTIVITY make a series of movements
and work them into the second part of
the music,

.... C 2- - - 2 - - 'I



PART III: FINAL ACTIVITY

1. Build up the series of movements so
that the light movements are followed
by strong movements, and then return
to light again, as does the strength
of the music.

2. Combine movements with music.



EXAMPLE LESSON PLANS FOR GYMNASTICS

Since Educational Gymnastics is a relatively new approach
to teaching gymnastic activities, two detailed introductory
programs are provided in this section. These programs were
written by classroom teachers who have been experimenting with
various ways of introducing educational gymnastics to a variety
of age groups and with a great deal of consideration given to
previous backgrounds of children, available equipment and
apparatus and the personal competence of the teacher to teach
this type of program. Consequently, neither program should
be blindly followed by interested teachers. A teacher should
review each lesson in the suggested sequence and, where neces-
sary, modify each to meet his own unique teaching situations.

1. INTRODUCTORY PROGRAM - PRIMARY LEVEL

2. INTRODUCTORY PROGRAM INTERMEDIATE LEVET,



1. INTRODUCTORY PROGRAM - PRIMARY LEVEL

1. ORIENTATION Page No

Setting tone in gymnasium 47
Individual spacing and section places 49
Use of individual space and log rolls 51
Use of individual space and tuck rolls 53
Use of individual space and forward rolls 55
Diagonal roll 57

2. EXPLORATION

Small Apparatus

Use of balls 59

Large Apparatus

Learning to handle large apparatus 61

Partner Activities

Matching movements 63

3. SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Travelling in Different Ways and Directions

Travelling in different ways 65

Shapes

Exploring different shapes 67

Flight

Flight 69

Weight Bearing

Balancing on different parts of body 72

Levels

Levels 74



2. INTRODUCTORY PROGRAM INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

1. ORIENTATION
Page No.

Spacing and responding 75
Spacing and responding 76
Log and tuck rolls 78
Forward rolls 80

2. EXPLORATION

Hall control 82

Large Apparatus

Placement and safety 84

Partner Activities

Combining movements 86

3. SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Travelling

Varying mode and direction 88

Shapes

Wide and narrow 90

Flight

Take-off and landing 92

Taking Weight on Different Parts

Taking weight on different parts 94

Levels

High, medium and low 96



PRIMARY EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: ORIENTATION

MAIN EMPHASIS: Setting Tone in the Gym

Teaching Point: 12-15 minutes. Reward
quick changers with choice of small apparatus
and free play.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

*Gather children into a group and discuss
"scatter" and "stop". Tell them you would
like to see if they can " shoot off" in all
directions when they hear "scatter". They
must also listen for your voice for the
command "stop". When they hear it, they
should stop, return quietly and sit in their
original positions. Repeat several times.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Run, stop, and avoid collisions.
2 Run, stop and use as much of the space

in the gym as possible.
3. Run, make zig-zag patterns and stop.

Teaching Point:
1. Stress running quietly and returning

quietly to the huddle.
2. Avoid bumping and pushing. Praise those

who are considerate and watch where they
are going.

3. Use phrases such as, "Run anywhere in
the gym" or "Make wiggly patterns on the
floor".

**4. Discourage running in a circle or sliding
on the floor.

5. Emphasize proper stopping; i.e., quickly
as possible staying on feet.

6. Do not allow children to touch walls,
boxes, stairwells, ropes, ladders or
anything else in the gym while they are
running.



Note: Part Two andThree of this lesson
are not included because the above will
normally take the full lesson time.

* Kirchner, Cunningham, Warrell, Introduction
to Movement Education (Burns and
MacEachern) Illustration 4.7, pages 34-40

** Kirchner, Cunningham, Warrell, Introduction
to Movement Education (Burns and
Mac Eachern) Additional teaching
points, page 41.



PRIMARY EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: ORIENTATION

MAIN EMPHASIS: Individual spacing and introduction of
Section Places.

PART I: *INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Repeat introductory activity as from previous
lesson .

1. Scatter bean bags around the floor.
Ask children to run in and out in a zig-
zag pattern without touching bean bags.
They should run on their toes and listen
for signal to stop. Repeat several times.
Last time have them freeze and reach out
for nearest bean bag.

**Teaching Point: Stress running without
collisions and stopping quickly.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Stop and stand. Put nose, knee, elbow,
seat, etc., on the bean bag when you say
"Stop".

2. Run, stop and put two hands on bean bag.
3. Run, stop and put toe and elbow on bean

bag.
4. Use music - stop on a bean bag when music

stops.

PART II: MOVEMENT TRAINING

Ask children to pick up a bean bag and all
children with bean bag of same colour will
work in a group. Repeat for the other colours.
Resulting groups are "Section Places". Group
all one colour in a certain part of the gym.

o 0 lt 4= 4C0 0 0 ;o 0 Ch
X X X 1=1

x X X t=1 C/
***Even out each group. Place the bean bags in

a neat pile in each section. Have children
"scatter" nn command and rPf nrn whoa rrii



Teaching Point:
1. Have one child from each section place

put away the bean bags. Stress this
procedure as it is to be established early
in the year.

2. Make sure they don't push, bump or trip
when they return to "Section Places".

+ 3. Have them sit quietly with legs crossed
waiting for you to speak.

"9-lives Game." Every child is given
"9-lives". Rules: If the child is the
last one to stop, he loses a life, but
isn't put out of the game. This way
all children can keep on participating.
The winners are those who nave the most
lives after several times of calling "stop".

4. Praise those who have stopped without
colliding. Tell those who have been the
last to stop to try to stop as soon as
you say the word. Some deliberately will
be the last to stop. Tell them you would
like to see if they can be the first ones
to stop, then look to see if they are
on the very next try, and praise them if
they are.

* Kirchner, Cunningham, Warrell,
page 45

** Suggestions on running: pagell, Cope,
Discovery Methods in Physical Education

*** page 43 - Explanation K.C.W., page 45
Illustration 4.17

K.C.W. 48 Illustration 4.19



PRIMARY EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: ORIENTATION

MAIN EMPHASIS: This lesson is concerned with importance of
* certain safety skills. Children must be able
to run, jump, land, and roll with a level of
skill. The first roll is a log roll which
progresses to a tuck roll.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

* *

* * *

Scatter bean bags about floor. Play "9-lives".
This time establish rules that children are
to stop, "glue" their feet to the floor, stretch
out and try to touch a bean bag. They lose
a life if they cannot touch a bean bag. Two
children may touch the same bean bag as long
as they are not touching each other.

Teaching Point:
1. Stress qualities of running on tip toes,

stopping as quickly as possible.
2. Praise those who stretch. Have them

demonstrate.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

Vary the game of "9-lives" by changing the rules.
I. "Glue" feet and touch bean bag with dif-

ferent body parts - nose, forehead, ear,
elbow, etc.

2. Vary the ways of moving: running, walking,
skipping.

3. Vary spend.

PART II: MOVEMENT TRAINING

Log Rolls - Have children find an individual
space and 1'.e down on the floor. Get them
to stretch as long and as thin as they can
be. Stretch everything - fingers, toes, ec'.rs,
etc.

Teaching Point: Most children will lie on their
backs.
1. Have them try it on their stomachs and

both sides. Have them roll from back to
side to front to side, keeping their stretch.

2. Before children collide, they are to jump
up and find another space.
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3. Remind them to keep their eyes open so
they can see, and avoid collisions.

4. Do not let them roll in one direction too
long or they will get dizzy.

5. Watch for good stretched shapes - let whole
class see a good example.

Annniaramirc WORKs-avur a J. %I V a.,

Using a bean bag to help build a sequence in-
volving rolls.
Have children get a bean bag and find their
own spot on the floor. Run around bean bag
twice, "shoot away", come back on return
signal and do a log roll over the bean bag.
Repeat.

Teaching Point: Emphasize children must
remember what they are to do.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

From the above sequence ask children to add
jumping over it one way and doing another log
roll.

* Importance of rolling skills, Educational Gym-
nastics, page 2.

** Kirchner, Cunningham, Warrell, page 95

*** Cameron and Pleasance, Education in Movement

+ Kirchner, Cunningham, Warrell, page 42-50



PRIMARY EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: ORIENTATION

MAIN EMPHASIS: Helping the child realize that by tucking
body parts (knees, elbows, etc.,) in and
landing in a roll, he is less likely to injure
himself.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

* Review running and stopping quickly. Next,
have them run, stop and hide various body
parts, e.g. have the children show you
their noses. Now run, stop and hide elbows.
Show knees. Run, stop, hide knees. Finally
see if they can hide all three parts at the
same time.

** Teaching Point:
1. Make sure children are curling up as small

as possible.
2. Keep eyes open. Do not cover eyes with

hands.

*** ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Have children run with bean bag between
their elbows, stop then hide all three parts.

2. Have children run in different ways and
then hide all three parts.

PART II: + MOVEMENT TRAINING

Have children find a space and curl up in a
tuck position. Try it on their backs, sides
and fronts. Now, roll from back, to side to
front to side, keeping knees, elbows, and
noses tucked in. Roll in both directions.
Slowly make a log shape. (Review previous
lesson) Combine log and tuck roll. (one of
each) Repeat several times.

Teaching Point:

1. Continue emphasis on spacing, quietness,
and good stretches and curls.



++ ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Run, find a spot, do a tuck roll, get up
and run again. Repeat adding a log roll
to the tuck roll..

2. Run sideways, repeat above.
3. Run backwards, repeat ebove.

Teaching Point: When running the child should
jump and turn sideways before rolling.

* See illustrations in Kirchner, Cunningham,
Warrell, Introduction to Movement
Education (Burns & MacEachern) pages
49, 50, 51.

** Suggestions for rolling Cope, Discovery Methods
in Physical Education, page 9

*** Three lessons on Rolls,pages 30-32, Discovery
Methods in Physical Education.

+ Explanation and Illustration, K.C.W., page 51

++ Additional ideas for rolling activities - page 11
Educational Gymnastics



PRIMARY EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: ORIENTATION

MAIN EMPHASIS: After Learning the log and tuck rolls, the
child should be taught the forward roll
where he can safely take the weight of his
body forward to lessen the impact of a fall.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Quickly review running, stopping and tucking
from last lesson. Next, have children move
on two hands and two feet. Stop. Repeat,
stopping with one leg high. Alternate.
Repeat stopping with head tocked down to
chest. Repeat, combining two previous
activities. Move on two hands and one leg.
Repeat above procedure.

Teaching Point:
1. Do not prolong the activity as the children

will tire very quickly.
2. Find someone who is moving on hands and

feet with seat high, show the class and
get them to work in this position.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Move on two hands and two feet in different
directions.

PART II: MOVEMENT TRAINING

* Find a space on the floor with a line painted
on it. Place one foot on the line between
hands and lift the other leg in the air. Tuck
chin down to chest, slowly lower body towards
floor, tucking head completely under so
shoulder touches floor first, then roll over.

Teaching Point:
1. Hold beanbags under chins to ensure keeping

children's heads tucked.
2. Emphasize keeping knees close to body.
3. Finish with feet together.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Roll forward with legs apart or one leading.
** 2. Run, stop, place two hands on floor and

roll forward.
3. Roll forward with legs apart.

- 55 -



References:

* *

See illustrations page 73, Kirchner, Cunningham,
Warrell, figure 5.14

Also K,C.W. page 22

See illustration K.C.W., page 34



PRIMARY EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: ORIENTATION

MAIN EMPHASIS: The diagonal roll is probably the most
important safety skill since all children
will constantly be required to land
backwards off apparatus and dissipate
momentum safely. The diagonal roll is
effective for children, particularly for
the less physically gifted and overweight
children since it does not require as
much strength of arms and shoulder girdle
as do the forward or backward rolls.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Ask children to run, stop, tuck head
on chest. Next run, stop on two hands
and two feet. Now, move on two hands and
two feet. Repeat, stopping with head
on chest, with one leg high. Repeat a
few times but add variety by asking
them to move sideways, forward or backward.

Teaching Point:

1. Do not prolong the activity as the
children will tire very quickly.

2. Remind children to be extra cautious
watch for your neighbour!

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Have children run in specific directions
at different speeds.

2. As #1. Use a drum to establish pace.
3. As #2. Run, stop, put different parts

high.

PART II: MOVEMENT TRAINING

Everyone has a beanbag. Have them find
a space and sit down. Ask them to place
the bean bag between their feet. Have
the children roll on their backs with their
feet high. Try to place the beanbag
beside one ear. Practise several times.
Next, roll backwards and try to place both

_ knees beside one ear- Push with hands
to help roll diagonally and land on their
hands and knees in approximately the same
space as the beanbag. Allow time to
practise several times.
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Teaching Point:

1. Do not be discouraged if they do not all
catch on; it will take a while for some
children.

2. If some children have difficulty, instruct
them to practise rocking backwards.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Lead the class through a sequence of
rolls - begin with a forward roll,
follow with a tuck, stretch into a
log roll, stand, turn around and jump
3 times.

Reference:

* Kirchner, Cunningham, Warrell, Introduction
to Movement Education (Burns & MacEachern)
Illustration 4.7, page 67.



PRIMARY EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: EXPLORATION: SMALL APPARATUS

MAIN EMPHASIS: Exploring movements on or with a ball.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

* Have children hold a ball in front of their
bodies with both hands and run anywhere
in the gym.

Teaching Points:

1. Set rules for getting out balls and
putting them away- Suggestions: Place
balls in boxes and space boxes in 4 - 5
different areas of the gym. Do not put
them too close to the wails because
you want children to be able to move
freely around them. Children should
take the first ball their hand touches -
not squeezing them like tomatoes. When
it comes time to put the balls away, they
should be placed carefully in the nearest
box or the box they came from; never
allow them to s':and a distance away and
throw them in

2. When you say "stop", they are to hold
the balls still with both their hands
keeping balls from rolling away.

3. Only during free play can they explore
any way they want. When the whole
class has been instructed to explore ways
of bouncing, one child cannot be kicking
his ball. He can try bouncing it with
his foot, but not kicking because he
most likely will be unable to control it
and cause distractions to others around
him.

PART II: MOVEMENT TRAINING

All children have a ball. Let them
experiment with it for a minute.

** 1. Standing still, let them try dropping
and catching.

2. Then have all children try bouncing
with two hands while standing on one
spot.

3. Try bouncing with two hands and moving
feet.
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PART III:

4. Try bouncing with one hand and standing
still.

5. Repeat with one hand and moving feet.
6. Bounce and catch, taking a step.

Teaching Points:

1. Praise children often.
2. Encourage those who are having difficulty.

Suggest they slow down. (Some children
become very excited and lose control
of the ball easily.)

3. Bouncing is basically "pushing" the
ball to the floor, not "slapping"
it down.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Bounce the ball with different body
parts, i.e., head, feet, knee.

2. Throw ball up and catch it before it
bounces. Catch with two hands or one
hand. Throw against wall and catch
as it bounces off. Throw with both
hands, or one hand or alternate hands.
Throw against wall, and let it bounce
before catching, or jump over it as it
bounces off the wall onto the floor.
Continuous bouncing.

3. Kicking and stopping or kicking against
the wall then stoppir -T.

4. Working with a partner.

*** APPARATUS

Children copy what the ball does. If it
rolls, they must roll; if it bounces, they
must bounce etc. Build up a sequence of
three or four stunts with the balls.

Teaching Points:

1. Review qualities of good tuck roll.
2. Stress spacing, watch for neighbour.
3. Praise those who handle their ball

without losing it and ruining others'
practice.

References:

Bilborough, A., Jones, P., Physical
Education In The Primary School, pages
152 -71, (chapter on small apparatus work).

** Bilborough & Jones, pages 154 - 159.
* * * Cameron & Pleasance, Education in Movement,

page 48. (variety in use of small apparatus).
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PRIMARY EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: EXPLORATION: LARGE APPARATUS

MAIN EMPHASIS: Learning to handle apparatus. Safety is of
prime importance - while students are moving
apparatus and while they are on it.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

* Moving on two hands and two feet. Moving
forwards, backwards, sideways, etc. Have
them try another way.

* *

* * *

Teaching Point:

1. Keep heads up and eyes open to avoid
collisions.
Do not continue with this activity too
long as they tire easily.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Running and jumping in the air. Swing
arms to get height.

2. Run with short steps, long steps.
Combine the two.

3. Leap frog on the floor.
4. Leap frog over small apparatus.

PART II: MOVEMENT TRAINING

Moving apparatus - spend as much time on
safety measures and handling as much apparatus
as possible. Have children sit in section
places.

0 0 0 0 0
X X X X X

X X X X X X
0 00 0 0 0

1. Front row move mats out - It will take
at least four children to carry a mat,
preferably one child to each handle.
Have them lift at the same time and
carry it from point A (storage) to point
B (floor) without dragging it. Do not
allow children to step on a mat while
others are trying to move it.



References:

**

* * *

+ 2. Back row move benches out. Again at
least four children helping tr carry.
When all are ready, lift and carry to
place on the floor. Position children
equally along the bench so that they
support the weight equally. The bench
needs to be carried, not dragged, and
apt dnwn ac qt/i4mtly ac pngqihlp

Teaching Point:

1. Have children sit beside their apparatus
after they move it - not on it.

2. Allow each section place to watch the
others move their apparatus and comment
on those who do it carefully and quietly.
Praise the best group, but do not point
out the worst except to offer suggestions
on how they could improve.

3. This will probably take the whole period
to move out and put away in storage area.

4. Emphasize safety features strongly.
Point out the underlying principles of
safety in the gym.

5. As they get used to handling equipment,
they will become more efficient and
organized and take less time.

6. In.following lessons have them start to
work as quickly as possible. i.e., as
soon as their apparatus is in place.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

++ 1. Moving chairs.
2. Moving boxes.
3. Moving beet board.
4. Moving cave out from wall.
5. Moving beams.
6. Moving ropes.

Uses of Apparatus-Cameron and Pleasance, Education in
Movement, page 23.

Teaching Points - Bilborough and Jones, Physical Education
in the Primary Grades, pages 133-135.

Kirchner, Cunningham, Warrell, Introduction to Movement
Education, page 105.

Rules for moving apparatus,- K.C.W. pages 52-53.

++ Development in Apparatus Work, Educational Gymnastics
p. 17-18
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PRIMARY EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: EXPLORATION: PARTNER ACTIVITIES

MAIN EMPHASIS: Matching Movements. The children must
learn to co-operate in using space when two
people are involved.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Have children run using space well and
listening for signal to stop. Have them
shift closer to someone they are already
close to. This person will be their partner
after they've been separated. Scatter and
listen for signal to "find their partner"
and sit down quietly. Repeat several times.

Teaching Point:

1. Emphasize being sensible; i.e., no
crashing on purpose.

2. Good spacing - watch where they are going.
3. Discourage running in circles.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

* 1. Have children join hands, run anywhere
in the gym, stop without leaving partner.

2. Run with partner, stop with certain parts
touching, e.g., head to head, back to
back, or hand to hand.

3. Shadow running. On stop command the
front person turns around and tries to
see if the other is still moving.

PART II: MOVEMENT TRAINING

Partners find space and sit beside each
other. Have them matching each others'
shapes by standing beside one another.
Repeat several times until they understand
what is meant by a matched movement. Take
the class through a sequence so they get
the idea of working with a partner in a
sequence. For example, partners stand side
by side with feet together. They are to
take one jump, curl into a ball and do one
tuck roll, slowly stretch and do one log
roll. Return using sequence in reversed
order; i.e., log, curl, tuck roll, stand,
jump, end with feet together. Allow partners
to make up sequence based on each others'
ideas.
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Teaching Point:

1. Stress matching movements at the same
time.

2. Stress quality - really stretch, really
tuck, etc.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Sequence can be developed using any
activity in any order.

2. Develop sequence around a piece of
small apparatus.

Reference:

* Kirchner, Cunningham, Warrell, - Introduction to
Movement Education, page 96.



PRIMARY EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: SKILL DEVELOPMENT: TRAVELLING

MAIN EMPHASIS: Travelling in Different Ways. Make
children aware of the many different ways
of travelling.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

* All children in section places. Tell them
they are to do everything that "Simon says".
Simon says - walk slowly, quickly

run slowly, quickly
hop, one foot. two feet
gallop leaping high
slide forwards, sideways

PART II: MOVEMENT TRAINING

Children find a space. Move close to the
ground. Have them find another way to do
it, and still another way.

Teaching Point: Find a child who has
discovered an interesting way to move. Have

** the class watch him demonstrate and then see
if they can all do it. Explore different
ways of travelling. Some ideas are hands
on floor, hands close to feet, hands away
from feet, hands behind, feet together,
feet apart, seat high, one foot high, two
feet high, tummies high, on one side and
with one hand glued to the floor.

PART III: APPARATUS

*** Children in section places. Back row get
out mat and front get out bench.. Discover
as many different ways of moving across
apparatus as they can. Allow 5-6 min. change
with those in section places. Apply movement
ideas from above to apparatus.

oc,0 noo
A A A IX X X
X Xx X x X
C 0 0 0 0 0

Teaching Points:
1. Praise group which gets its apparatus

quickly and quietly and then
2 Wnft-41 fry 1 ni-csv.=m4-4rw-r



ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

+ 1. Box - find different ways of moving
across.

2. Chairs - find different ways of moving
across.

3. Ropes - find different ways of moving
across.

4. Climbing apparatus - find different ways
of moving across.

5. Complex of several pieces - find differ-
ent ways of moving across apparatus
without touching the floor.

References:

* Kirchner, Cunningham, WL.rrell, - Introduction to Movement
Education, pages 93-96, Educational Gymnastics p. 11-17.

** Additional Lessons and illustrations, - K.C.W., pages 177-185

*** Ideas for apparatus work, - K.C.W. page 94

+ Illustration, - K.C.W. page 94



PRIMARY EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: SKILL DEVELOPMENT: SHAPES

MAIN EMPHASIS: Exploring shapes particularly wide and
narrow and building a sequence.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Play "Jack Frost" game. Have children run
in "wiggly" patterns on the floor, freeze

* and make an interesting shape. .:peat
several times making themselves as thin as
a pin, as large as a house, as small as a
mouse, as wide as a door, and give them a
few free choices.

Teaching Point: Stress freezing quickly
and holding the shape.

PART II: MOVEMENT TRAINING

PART III:

Have children find a space on the floor.
Guide them through discovering a variety
of shapes. Have them stretch out as long
and narrow as they can (on their backs,
sides, stomachs), while they are lying

** down, sitting and standing. Then have them
stretch out as wide as they can while
they lie, sit or stand. Suggest they make
the top half wide and the bottom half narrow,
visa versa. Repeat making any part wide,
and any part narrow.

Teaching Point: Pick out any interesting
shapes or combinations of shapes.

*** ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

Try above,stiessing shapes that are curled.

APPARATUS

Build a sequence of 3 wide shapes and 3
narrow shapes.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Use any piece of small apparatus and



References:

* *

* * *

3. Work with a partner but contrast move-
ments of wide and narrow.

++ 4. Large Apparatus - move along, up or
down in a variety of shapes jump off
making shapes in the air (e.g., letters
X,Y,L,T).

5. Make bridge-like shapes.

Illustration, Kirchner, Physical Education for Elementary
School Children, page 464.

Kirchner, P.E. for Elementary School Children, pages
474-478

Educational Gymnastics, page 34.

+ Kirchner, pages 487-497; Kirchner Illustration 15.97 p.483;
Kirchner, Illustration 15.98

++ Kirchner, Cunningham, Warrell, Introduction to Movement
Education, page 72 (5.12); K.C.W. page 68 (5.4)
Kirchner, P.E. for Elementary School Children, pages
498-511.
Bilborough and Jones, page 109; Kirchner, page 485.



PRIMARY EZUVATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: SKILL DEVELOPMENT: FLIGHT

MAIN EMPHASIS: Learning to control the body while in flight.
Stressing the proper take-off and landing.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Running and leaping over the lines on the
floor. Land on one foot.

Teaching Points:

1. Aim for quiet running, height, and
control during the leap.

* 2. Stress quiet, controlled landing with
knees flexed to absorb the impact of
landing.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Vary the length and height of the leap.
2. Travel sideways and leap.
3. Hold partners hand, run, leap together.

Teaching Point: Children do not need to
run too quickly, nor do they need a long
run before they leap.

PART II: MOVEMENT TRAINING

Each child has a beanbag to explore the
various ways of jumping over it. Guide them
through jumping with a variety of "take-
offs" and "landings".

1. 1 foot take-off-land on 2 feet.
2. 2 foot take-off-land on 1 foot.
3. 2 foot take-off-land on 2 feet.
4. take-off and land on same foot.
5. take-off and land on alternate foot.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

** 1. Vary types of small apparatus.
2. Jump in different directions.
3. Jump, moving their legs in the air. .

4. Jump, making different shapes in the air.



PART III: APPARATUS

Using a beanbag, make a pattern of leaping
(5 or mor' leaps) back and forth across the
beanbag.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES
1. Benches - move on 2 feet along the bench,

jump off, land and roll.

2. Benches - run, jump on bench, leap off,
land and roll.

3. Ropes - swing on rope, leap off, land
and roll.

+ 4. Storming - bend inclined on knotted rope
- bench inclined on another bench
- run up, leap, land and roll.

Teaching Points:

Stress safety while working on inclined
benches, i.e.,
1. Children line up behind bench not beside it.

thx,



2. Check bench to see if it is safely
balanced and won't tip.

References:

* Bilborough and Jones, Physical Education in the Primary
School, ideas, teaching points, pages 90-98.

** Good ideas, Educational Gymnastics, pages 27-28.

*** Balloon LessonKirchner, Cunningham, Warrell, Introduction
to Movement Education, page 123.

+ Illustration, K.C.W., Introduction to Movement Education
page 185.
Illustration, K.C.W., page 144.



PRIMARY. EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: SKILL DEVELOPMENT: WEIGHT BEARING

MAIN EMPHASIS: Supporting weight by balancing on various
body parts.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Running and stopping, balance on various
body parts, e.g., freeze on your feet, 2
feet and I hand, 2 feet and 2 hands, seats,
backs, seats and feet, one side, side and
elbow.

Teaching Point: Make sure they stop,
then balance.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

* 1. Stop, balance a beanbag on different
parts of the body.

2. Move in different ways, stop and balance.

PART II: MOVEMENT TRAINING

Have children find a spot on the floor
and balance on four parts. Find a new
balance, but still on four parts. Find
another. Repeat for balancing on 3, 2, and
1 part(s). Choose a favourite balance from
each category so that the resulting sequence

** will consist of balances on 1, 2, 3, and 4
parts. Start with any balance and put them
into a sequence so that they flow smoothly
from one into another.

Teaching Points:

1. Stress slow movements to form steady
balances.

2. Stress stretching toes, fingers, etc.,
when balancing.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Balance using a hoop or beanbag. Have
*** 1, 2, 3, 4 parts touching the apparatus.

2. Sequence of balances with a partner.



PART III: APPARATUS 4 Stations

1. Benches - use both sides of the benches
(wide and narrow) - find different ways
of moving along benches and balancing.

2. Bench and Mat - travel along, moving
on different parts, roll off end.

3. Chairs - moving on different parts,
jump off and roll across mat.

4. Hoops - balance the hoops on various
body parts - 5 different ways.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

Allow children to select small apparatus
where children can explore any movements on
their own.

References:

* Balancing activities, Bilborough and Jones, Physical
Education in the Primary School, pages 112-113.

** Transfer of weight, Cope, Discovery Methods in Physical
Education, pages 37-38.

* * * Suggestions weight bearing on hands, Bilborough
Education in the Primary School; page 11;
Good ideas, Cameron and Pleasance, Education in
page 40.

and Jones,

Movement,



PRIMARY EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: SKILL DEVELOPMENT: LEVELS

MAIN EMPHASIS: Teaching children to be aware their
movements are made at a variety of levels.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

One hoop for each child. Run, holding a
hoop with two hands, stop. Make hoop high,
low and in between. Repeat several times.

* Teaching Point: Establish meaning for
medium but only after they fully understand
high and low.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Think of different ways (either inside
or outside of hoop) to hold the hoop
with different body parts.

PART II: MOVEMENT TRAINING

Have children hold the hoop any way as long
as it is low to the ground. Hold it in
different ways as long as it is still low.
Pick out your favourite way. Now, hold
hoop any way as long as it is high. Ask if
they can think of more different ways to
hold it high. Choose favourite. Repeat
at medium level.

Teaching Point: Encourage children to hold
hoop using different body parts.

PART III: APPARATUS

Using hoops (individually). Join three
favourite ways of holding hoop into a smooth
sequence. They can start with the hoop at
any level.

Teaching Point: To achieve a smooth transition
from one level to the next, have them move
slowly and deliberately.

AnnTmn-nmAr 71f4MTV7TITITLIO



INTERMEDIATE EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: ORIENTATION: SPACING

MAIN EMPHASIS: Spacing and Responding. The first one or
two lessons should be devoted to creating
an informal teaching atmosphere. Children
should learn to change clothing, work
independently before lessons begin and react
to the normal speaking voice of the teacher.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

* 1. Begin lesson by introducing signal to
stop.

2. Have them run in any direction and use
signal. Repeat two or three times.

3. Repeat #2 and stress lightness. Repeat
a few times:

Teaching Point:

** 1. Look to see that children are using all
the available space and moving in all
directions.

2. To encourage lightness, send one child
out of the gym. Have him listen with his
ears at the other door for the other
children running quietly about the gym.

*** ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

If time allows the following suggestions may
be used:

a. Have children change direction on command.
b. Have children change type of travelling.

(Teacher directed hop, skip, jump, crawl.)
c. Have children change both direction and

type of travelling on command.

Teaching Point: Stress lightness, using all
the gym and no collisions.

References:

* Kirchner, Cunningham, Warrell,Introduction to Movement
Education, ("Tails"- good for spacing) page 105.



INTERMEDIATE EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: ORIENTATION: SPACING

MAIN EMPHASIS: Same as previous lesson.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

PART II:

* 1. Repeat Lesson 1 at a quicker pace.
2. Have children select a beanbag and find

a spot on the floor away from anything
and anyone else.

3. Give command to run in all directions,
upon signal each must quickly return to
his own beanbag.

4. Repeat two or three times.
** 5. Have children now, run in any direction

and signal; each child must touch any
beanbag.

6. Each time remove one or two beanbags.

Teaching Point: Make children aware of
equal distribution on the floor.

ADDED SUGGESTIONS

1. Musical Hoops -
a. Each child places hoop on floor (scattered).

They are to run in all directions and
on signal, they must quickly find a
hoop to sit in. Repeat taking away
one hoop. (Music can be used as signal)

Teaching Point: Make mire children do not
touch hoops but zquat inside them.

MOVEMENT TRAINING

1. Make sure each child has a beanbag (or
any piece of small apparatus).

2. Ask the children if they can.
a. only touch the beanbag with their ear?
b. only touch the beanbag with their nose?
c. only touch the beanbag with their elbow?
d. only touch the beanbag with their chin?
e. only touch the beanbag with their seat?
f. only touch the bfaribag with their knee?
g. only touch the beanbag with their shoulder?
h. only touch the beanbag with their toe/heel?



*** ADDED SUGGESTIONS

1. Use hoops in place of beanbags.
2. Zig-Zag running.

References:

* Illustration, Kirchner, Cunningham, Warrell, Introduction
to Movement Education, page 7, figure 1.4

** K.C.W.,

*** K.C.W.,
K.C.W.,

Game,"Nine Lives", page 85.

additional ideas on hoops,page 79.
good for teaching point, page 41.



INTERMEDIATE EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: ORIENTATION: LOG AND TUCK ROLL

MAIN EMPHASIS: Log and Tuck Rolls. To teach the child
to roll using minimum and maximum space
available and to make him aware of how to
protect himself when he falls.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

1. 14in in all directions and upon signal,
lie down and make a long shape. Repeat
making a "rucked" shape.

Teaching Point:

1. Make sure elbows are touching, and nose
and head tucked into chest.

2. Repeat, alternating log and tuck.

PART II: MOVEMENT TRAINING

* "Log and Tuck Rolls". Teacher directed
lesson on log and tuck rolls.
1. Find your place on the floor and show

a stretched position. Choose a child
who has arms stretched above head and
point out to children.

2. Pose the question "Now can you roll?"
3. Have them roll until they come close to

someone and then have them jump up and
find another space and do another log
roll. Repeat.

4. Repeat #1-3 procedure for tuck roll.
5. Combine both log and tuck rolls.

ADDED SUGGESTIONS

1. One person does log roll and jumps over.
Reverse.

2. Also do tuck roll the same way.
3. Roll together and one leaps over other.

PART III: APPARATUS

1. With any of thH following small apparatus
i.e., beanbags, hoops, individual mats,
string, etc., have children practise both



Teaching Point: Point out a child that
combines both log and tuck roll fluently.

ADDED SUGGESTIONS

1. Make path with chairs or benches and
have children roll between apparatus.

2. Have children log roll with hoop around
waists.

3. Using string or skipping rope have children
hold one end and log roll; winding them-
selves up. Reverse and unwind.

References:

* Kirchner, Cunningham, Warrell, Introduction to Movement
Education, Illustration, pages 42-43 (excellent for
explanation of log rolls)
K.C.W. page 50.



INTERMEDIATE EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEP'E: ORIENTATION: FORWARD ROLLS

MAIN EMPHASIS: Learning different methods of 2..11ing,
exploring various directions and 7ombining
fluent movements.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

PART II:

1. Each child takes a beanbag and finds his
place on floor.

2. When you say "beanbag overhead" - children
must log roll; when "beanbag into body" -
tuck roll.

3. Ask the children to place the beanbag
between their toes. In a crouch position
with hands on floor see if they can throw
the beanbag over their head? (donkoe'. kick)

Teaching Point: Tuck chin to chest.

ADDED SUGGESTIONS

* "Rolling Dodge Ball"

MOVEMENT TRAINING

Forward RO::.4. Teacher directed lesson on
forward roils.

** 1. Have child place beanbag between chin
and chest, with arms extended. Ask
children to take weight on hands, then
try rocking in this position a few times.
Next allow them to proceed at their own
speed to make a complete roll.

Teaching Point: Note child who has good
reach and that keeps knees together.

*** ADDITIONAL SU'ESTIONS

1. Ask them if they can find any other way
of rolling.

2. For children who have good control have
them forward roll over partner. (Dive Roll)

3. Roll in some floor pattern e.g., initials,
triangles, etc.

- 80 -
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ART III: APPARATUS

1. With the use of a variety of small
apparatus (balls, hoops, beanbags, mats,
skittles, skipping ropes, benches, etc.)
the children can now experiment with the
various ways of rolling using this
equipment.

Teaching Point: Note the child who can
combine the rolls smoothly. Praise here can
be used as an incentive for the other children
to try smooth movements.

+ ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONS

1. Have children make their own obstacle
course and roll through it. They must
change their roll at each turn.

2. Roll to piece of equipment one way and
move away using a different roll and
going out in a different direction,
i.e., spokes of a wheel.

References:

* Cope, Discovery Methods in Physical Education, page 32.

** Bilborough and Jones, Physical Education in the Primary
School, page 105, (good for rocking)

*** Bilborough and Jones, page 106, (good for rolling)
Kirchner, Cunningham, Warrell, Introduction to Movement
Education, pages 141-142, (teaching points on rolling).
Cope, Discovery Methods in P.E. pages 46-47 (additional
ideas on rolling)

+ Movement Education For Infants, pages 17-18 (additional
ideas for moving around apparatus)



INTERMEDIATE EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: EXPLORATION: BALL CONTROL

MAIN EMPHASIS: Ball Control. To be able to switch the
ball from hand to hand smoothly and to
explore movements using a ball.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

Let each child explore what he can do with
a ball. Observe all the different ways he
can use the ball, other than bouncing.

PART II: * MOVEMENT TRAINING

* *

References:

Ball Handling Skills.
Teacher-directed lesson handling the ball.
Bounce ball with right hand, left hand and
both hands.

Teaching Point: Keep head up, and allow the
ball to come up to meet the hand. Note
hand position. Palm should not touch ball.

ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONS

1. Bounce the ball with different parts of
the body (i.e., elbows, knees, head, etc.)

2. Use of ball as an obstacle to jump, arch,
etc., over.

3. See if the children can start bouncing
from the floor and work up to a high
overhead bounce.

4. Reverse, start high and work down to low.
5. Catching - At this point have children

practice catching the ball using the wall.
6. Ask them if they can throw the ball a

different way? Have them try another
way. Examples - Throw - underhand, over-
hand, through legs, turn and catch, one
hand at the side, etc.

7. Travelling with a partner, running close
together, throwing the ball back and forth.

8. Throwing and catching the ball different
ways with a partner.

9. With partner, one rolls ball on floor
while the other catches and then throws.

* Kirchner, Cunningham, Warrell, Introduction to Movement
Education, page 88, (additional ideas on ways to bounce
the ball)
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References (Continued)

* Movement Education For Infantst pages 43-46 (use of balls
and development of skills)
Cameron and Pleasance, Education in Movement, pages 46-47,
(additional ideas for small apparatus)
Bilborough and Jones, Physical Education in the Primary
School, pages 157-158, (good for small hall practice)

** Bilborough and Jones, Physical Education in the Primary
School, pages 158-160 (throwing and catching skills)



INTERMEDIATE EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: EXPLORATION: LARGE APPARATUS

MAIN EMPHASIS: To learn the correct procedure for handling
of all large apparatus.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

* 1. Because most children need practice in
handling large equipment this can be
made into a game as well as a learning
experience. Example - four people
carrying a mat with one riding.

PART II: MOVEMENT TRAINING

Introduction to Apparatus
** 1. Explain to the children what their tasks

on large apparatus are. These are:
a. to get on the equipment, one way
b. to get off the equipment a differ,?.nt

way.
*** 2. Divide the class into the number of groups

according to your equipment.
3. Space groups through-out the gym. On

command, have groups scatter and on
signal see how quickly they can return
to their groups.

PART III: LARGE APPARATUS

+ 1. Allow a few minutes at each station to
ensure that each child has an opportunty
to experience all equipment.

Teaching Point: Station yourself in a
central position.

ADDED SUGGESTIONS

If you find the children are a little hesitant"
at first, you can pose the following questions
to start them thinking.

1. "Can you get on the equipment withoug
using your legs? arms?"

2. "Can you get off your equipm-ant by
sliding?"



SUGGESTIONS FOR STATIONS

If a stage is available use it as a
station. Also chairs and tables.

References:

* Movement Education For Infants, page 25 (the use of
apparatus)

** Bilborough and Jones, Physical Education in the Primary
School, pages 135- -137 (teaching method for large apparatus)

*** M==ovement Education For Infants, page 16-17, (moving on
large apparatus)
Kirchner, Cunningham, Warrell, Introduction to Movement
Education, page 43, (explains more fully - group places,
i.e., stations)

+ Cameron and Pleasance, Education in Movement, page 41,
(good ideas for travelling on apparatus)



INTERMEDIATE EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: EXPLORATION: PARTNER ACTIVITIES

MAIN EMPHASIS: Combining movements with a partner and
becyming aware of each others differences
in -Liming or pace and ability.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

* "Follow-the-Leader": Choose a partner, and
one becomes the leader. He must lead the
other one, constantly changing direction
and type of travelling. (i.e., skip, hop,
jump, run, crawl, etc.) OR Repeat same
format only a ball must be included, i.e.,
if leader bounces ball partner must bounce
ball.

PART II: MOVEMENT TRAINING - Matching and Opposing

1. Have children choose a partner..
** 2. Ask them to lie side by side on their

backs and from this roll from right to
left.

3. Can they now do it together?
Have them now roll from left to righL.

5. Pose the question "Can you sit up at
the same time?"

6. At this point, see if they can repeat
the same whole sequence together?

7. Ask the children to do one roll (any type)
so that they begin and end at the same
time.

6. Have them try to match another type of roll.
"Can you combine these 2 rolls?"

9. Have the children make up a sequence of
the rolls.

*** 10. Opposing - have Vs 1 do one type of roll,
and 4's 2 must do an opposite roll (i.e.,
Partner 1 tuck, 42 log roll).

11 Type 2 or 3 variations.
12 Make a sequence of either opposing,

matching, or a combination of both.

Teaching Point: Allow a few minutes at the
end of the lesson, for those partners that
would like to show what they have done.

References:

* Ruth Morison, A Movement Approach to Educational Gymnastic-3
pages 74-81,(full explanation of partner work)



References (Continued)

** Illustration, Kirchner,-Cunningham Warrell, Introduction
to Movement Education, page 14, Figures 2.1 and 2.2

*** Cameron and Pleasance, Education in Movement, pages 40-41,
(good ideas for partner work)



INTERMEDIATE EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: -..,SKILL DEVELOPMENT: TRAVELLING

MAIN EMPHASIS: Varying the mode and direction of travelling.

PART I: INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

* 1. " T ag". Similar to game of tag except
"tagger" changes mode of travelling,
i.e., if tagger crawls everyone must
crawl.

Teaching Point: Start the game'yourself
and use an unusual way of travelling,
i.e., crab walk.

OR

** "Couple Tag". This game is played the
same as regular tag except the taggers
(partners) must hold hands and everyone
else is in couples and holding hands.

PART II: *** MOVEMENT TRAINING - Slide and Gallop

1. Ask "Can anyone show a slide?'
2. Choose a child that can do it well and

have the rest copy.
3. Now that they know how to slide have

them try it in a different way?
4. Have them pick a spot on the floor and

slide away, around in front and behind it.
5. Follow the same plan and gallop.
6. Combine slide and gallop with a partner.

+ 7. Vary direction of sequence, i.e., going
in opposite directions and together changing
directions.

ADDED SUGGESTIONS

1. Music is a good incentive to this lesson.
"Cast Your Fate to the Wind", Sandpipers -
"Guantonamara".

2. Arm movements must emphasize footwork,
i.e., arms and legs move simultaneously.

3. Arms move in opposite time to legs.
e.g., feet together - arms apart

feet apart - hands clap
4. Travelling with different parts of the

foot taking the weight, i.e., heel, toe,
side of foot.

References:

* Cameron and Pleasance, Education in Movement, pager 18-39,
(good ideas for travelling).
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References (Continued)

** c.ope, Discovery Methods in Physical Education, page 37,

*** Movement Education for. Infants, page 15, (additional
ideas for travelling)

+ Cameron and Pleasance, Education in Movement, page 38,
(various ways of moving feet.)
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THEME:

INTERMEDIATE EDUCA:'ONAL GYMNASTICS

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: SHAPES

MAIN EMYHASIS: To make the child aware of two basic shapes
that his body can perform, i.e., a wide
shape and a narrow shape. Wiip these two
types of shapes, combinations on the floor
or in the air are innumerable.

PART I:

PART II:

* INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

1. Introducing shapes of wide and narrow.
2. A quick-warm-up. When you call number

1 this means a wide shape, number 2
means a narrow shape, number 3 means
a curled shape and also add just for fun
number 4 - running on the spot.

3. First call out numbers in order, then
mix them up quickening the pace.

ADDED SUGGESTIONS

A game that consists of
and making body shapes.
letters of the alphabet
produce shape of letter
i.e., T, S, I, X.

running, stopping
The teacher calls
and children must
with their body,

MOVEMENT TRAINING - Wide and Narrow Shapes

1. Have children scatter anc on the
floor.

2. Ask if they can show you a wide shape.
3. And then another one.
4. Repeat using a variety of wide shapes.
5. Have children in kneeling position and

repeat #2 and #3.
6. In a standing position repeat all of

above.
** 7. Ask children if they can combine the wide

shape on the floor to kneeling to standing.
8. Reverse - go from standing to kneeling

to floor.
9. Repeat whole procedure for NARROW SHAPE.

10. Combination, using both wide and narrow
shapes.

11. Let child develop his own sequence on
these shapes.



Teaching Paint: Point out unusual shapes.
Also start to look for auality (i.e., toes
pointed)

ADDED SUGGESTIO14S

1. With a partner, match shapes.
2. With a partner, do opposing, i.e., if

one is wide, other one narrow.
3. In partner, one makes a shape and the

other must get through it. Example,
if a long, narrow shape is made, then
the partner must squeeze through it.

References:

* Morison, A Movement Approach to Educational Gymnastics
pages 92-93., (detailed explanation of shapes)

** Kirchner, Physical Education for Elementary School
Children, page 474-475 (illustration of wide and narrow
shapes.



INTERMEDIATE EDUCATIONAL GYMNASTICS

THEME: SKILL DEVELOPMENT: FLIGHT

MAIN EMPHASIS: It is important for the child to be made
aware of the proper take-offs in all appamatus
work, i.e., one foot t,..'ze-off is good for
handsprings while a two-foot take-off is
necessary off a spring board.

PART I: IN,RODUCTORY ACTIVITY

* 1. Children should be scattered throughput
the ,-rym.

2. Ask to see one type of jump.
3. Pose the question "Now, show me a

different jump".
4. Have children run in all directions and

on signal, they are to try one of their
jumps.

5. They are to vary their jumps every time
signal is given.

PART II:

Teaching Point: Stress lightness in landing,
bP7.ding of knees, taking weight on the balls

feet.

MOVEMENT TRAINING - One Foot and Two Foot Take-
Offs

1. k a child to demonstrate a "one-foot"
take-off.

2. Then pose the question "What would be a
two- foot take-off?"

3. Let everyone run and show a one-foot
take-off.

4. Again, with a two-foot take-off.

Teaching Point: Stress control in air.

5. Combination of the two take-offs.
Examples:

One-foot take-off with one-foot land.
One-foot take-off with two-feet land.
Two-foot take-off with one-foot land.
Two-foot take-off with two-foot land.

ADDED SUGGESTIONS

** 1. Scatter .aes (any small apparatus that
is avai. - canes, skittles, etc.)

2. Have children vary take-offs and jumps
over every piece of apparatus.
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